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Frankfurt/Main September 1946

Legend
The aerodromes in operation on this section of the chart are
Erlangen, Bamberg, Ansbach, Illesheim, Giebelstadt, Kitzingen, Schweinfurth, Bad Kissingen, Fulda,
Fritzlar, Hanau, Wiesbaden, Darmstadt, Frankfurt/Main Eschborn und Rhein-Main
Implemented air routes lead from
Frankfurt/Main to Brussels, Paris, Berlin, Cheb and München
Controlled airspace with air traffic control service consists as
South corridor to Berlin and terminal control area Frankfurt/Main

Aerodromes with aerodrome control service (ATC-TWR) are
Ansbach, Erlangen, Darmstadt, Eschborn, Fritzlar, Fürth, Giebelstadt, Kitzingen, Rhein-Main,
Illesheim, Schweinfurth, Wiesbaden, Hanau, Bad Kissingen, Bamberg
Air traffic control centers (ACC) responsible for this area are
Berlin, München and Hanau Army Airways (on 128.1 mHz)
Aeronautical radio and radio navigation aids in operation are
Direction finder stations (D/F)
Ansbach, Wiesbaden, Fritzlar, Schweinfurth, Fürth, Kitzingen, Giebelstadt
Four - course radio ranges (RNG)
Fritzlar, Fulda, Fürth, Giebelstadt, Hanau, Rhein-Main
Instrument landing system (ILS - SCS 51)
Rhein-Main
Fan marker and Z maker
Rhein-Main
Ground controlled approach units (GCA)
Rhein-Main
Non-direction radio beacons (NDB)
Fritzlar, Schweinfurth, Giebelstadt, Wiesbaden
The public radio station of the US-Army in operation is
AFN Frankfurt on frequency 1411

What are RAFACs and what do they contain ?
American and British RAFAC
The Radio Facility Charts - RAFAC as issued by the US - Air Force for flight operations of the allied
occupation forces as of May 1945 constitute air navigation radio facilities for the preparation and
conduct of flights; limited to the facilities of the Army Air Communication Service - ACS/AACS as
operated by the US Army Air Force - USAAF in the Europe, Africa & Middle East region.
RAFACs are a never ending source of information on the then existing air navigation facilities at the
end of WW II. Who still knows that during the Berlin Airlift GCA final approach radar units were used,
which, were already in use in 1945; and where their location was? The RAFACs contain this
information, and furthermore, which air navigation services units already provided air traffic services
and especially so air traffic control service - ATC with flight movement control and separation. Hanau
and (Paris) Orly Army Airways units belonged here.
Since civil flight operations had practically ceased till the end of the war, the US AACS units continued
to provide these services also to civil flights until the mid 1950’ies, such as in the UK, Belgium, France,
Italy, Spain, Marocco, Libya, Turkey and in West Germany until 1953.

For all geographic areas within the EAME region, in which telegraph and voice radio stations and radio
navigatioin aids were operated, a not-to-scale chart with associated list on all operated radio facilities
is shown. The lists contain the following details:
- station name and elevation
- operator
- airport control towers with call sign and frequencies
- navigation aids with type, identification, Tx & Rec frequencies, emission, course and distance to
the field and the magnetic course QDM
- air/ground radio stations with call sign, Tx & Rec frequencies, emisison, weather message capability
- remarks on operating times and alternate frequencies
The charts show the various navigation aids in symbols, differentiated to non-directional radio beacons
NDB, four course radio ranges RNG, VHF ranges VAR and direction finder stations with name,
identification, frequency, as well as commercial radio stations and the hyperbolic GEE network.
Furthermore, the different types of air routes are depicted, such as for visual (VFR) or instrument (IFR)
flight with magnetic course, distance between reporting points, minimum safe altitude and cruising
altitude, the location of airfields and approach aids like Eureka/Rebecca, GCA and ILS (SCS 51)
installations.
Additional information is shown on available direction finder stations of the air defense radar units,
flight and radio operating rules, search & rescue units and procedures and the available air navigation
units with air traffic control service (ATC).
Since the AACS of the USAAF also provided its services to civil air traffic within this region, its radio
facilities practically became the cradle of civil air navigation of the ICAO Europe region and beyond.
Radio Facility Charts were issued for the EAMA region as of 1960 in the form of Flight Information
Publications - FLIP for the US-Army, Air Force and Navy. Separately issued handbooks containing
standard instrument departure (SID) and standiard instrument approach procedures (SIA)
complemented the series.
The task of the aeronautical information service (AIS) as provided by base operations (BASOPS) units
was
1.

Collect, compile, record and disseminate required information for the safe and efficient
conduct of flights and distribute the information to all concerned operators including the air
traffic control units;

2.

Forward to the RAFAC service units any information sought to be required for inclusion in the
RAFACs;

3.

Provide the same information, if so required, to all civil AIS units;

4.

Inform all concerned at any time and provide advice, when so requested.

Also in Great Britain in the 1940’ies was reliable information on aeronautical radio aids and facilites for
pilots, navigators and radio operators on aircraft available in for the form of RAFAC and pilots
handbooks on SID and SIA procedures.
This information was compiled by the aeronautical information service AIS. The contents of the
RAFACs were then divided into geographical reagions, such as Europe with the letter A or Africa and
the Middle East with letter B and issued in regular inervals.

Similar to the American RAFAC, the ones issued by the RAF were compiled by a different unit, slike
the AACS for the US Forces.
In between the intervals of the regular issues Notices to Airmen (NOTAM) were issued, in the 1940’ies
still called Military Aviation Notices - MAN.
The distribution of RAFACs was as follows:
- single- and double-seater aIrcraft with one copy each,
- other aircraft with two copies,
- military aerodromes - BASOPS units with three copies,
- air traffic control centers (ATC - ACC) with three copies and
- RAF / USAF command centres with three copies.
The responsibility for the proper compilation of the content of the RAFACs rested with the air traffic
control service (ATC). In Great Britain the appropritate AIS units of the ATC Services were located at
the AC center in Uxbridge, the F.E.A.F headquarter in Singapur and the M.E.A.F ATC center of the
Canal Zone.
Availabe RAFAC
ANSA offers interested aviation historians digital copies of various air navigation radio facility charts &
lists of the Allied Expeditionary Forces - AEF and the US Forces of the years 1945, 1946, 1947, 1951,
1955 and 1961 in PDF format for purchase. The price, depending on the individual issue, is 30,00 to
50,00 EUR excluding postage. Delivery in print is also possible om request with the price depending
on th amount of pages. Orders are being requested to ANSA at Kreuzlingen (Switzerland) per e-mail
under the address of info@atc-ansa.org.
RAFAC 9/1945
Air Navigation Radio Facility Charts & Lists
Region Europe
published by US Army Air Force - Air Transport Command (USAAF - A.T.C.)
44 pages total, 18 charts, b/w, US-Letter format; English
RAFAC 9/1946
Air Navigation Radio Facility Charts & Lists
Region Europe, Africa & Middle East (EAME)
published by US Army Air Force - Air Communication Service (USAAF - ACS)
35 pages total, 13 charts, b/w, US-Letter format; English
RAFAC 8/1947
Air Navigation Radio Facility Charts & Lists
Region Europe, Africa & Middle East (EAME)
published by US Army Air For Force - Airways & Air Communication Service (USAAF - AACS)
66 pages total, 26 charts, b/w, US-Letter format; English
RAFAC 6/1951
Air Navigation Radio Facility Charts & Lists
Region Europe, Africa & Middle East (EAME)
published by US Air Force - Airways & Air Communication Service (USAF - AACS)
170 pages total, 43 charts, b/w, US-Letter format; English
RAFAC 9/1955
Air Navigation Radio Facility Charts & Lists
Region Europe, Africa & Middle East (EAME)
published by US Air Force - Airways & Air Communication Service (USAF - AACS)
192 pages total, 53 charts, b/w, US-Letter format; English

RAFAC 1/1961
Air Navigation Radio Facility Charts & Lists
Region Europe, Africa & Middle East (EAME)
published by US Air Force - Airways & Air Communication Service (USAF - AACS)
202 pages total, 76 charts, b/w, US-Letter format; English

SELECTION
from 1945, 1946, 1947, 1951 and 1955 RAFAC
The following selection of various RAFAC entries shows the air navigation services units and radio
navigation aids of sections of the following countries
Great Britain with the London chart of September 1945
Sweden, Denmark and Germany with the Berlin chart of September 1945
Italy with the Rome chart of September 1946
Denmark with the Copenhagen chart of September 1946
Greece, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia with the Athens chart of August 1947
Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean with the Cyprus chart of September 1951
the Azores and Iceland chart of September 1951
Germany with the Frankfirt chart of September 1955
The Saudi-Arabia chart of September 1955
and
the GEE navigation system coverage of West-Europe in September 1946
the air defense direction finder coverage of Germany in September 1946
the RAFAC issue cover of the AACS of August 1947
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LONDON

9.1945
IFR Airways (AWY) and VFR Routes (CFR)
London Terminal Control Area (TMA)

BERLIN

9. 1945
IFR / VFR Air Routes (CFR)
The first Berlin Air Corridor

ROME

9. 1946
IFR/VFR Air Routes (CFR)
Rome and Naples Terminal Control Areas

COPENHAGEN

9.1946
IFR/VFR Air Routes (CFR), Airways (AWY) and Berlin Corridors

ATHENS

8.1947
IFR/VFR - Air Routes (CFR)

CYPRUS

9.1951
Airways over the Mediterranean Sea (AWY)

AZORES & ICELAND

9.1951
Airway (AWY), Terminal Control Areas (TMA) and Control Area (CTA)

FRANKFURT

9.1955
Airways AWY, Advisory Routes ADR, Control Areas CTA Frankfurt & München
Danger and Restricted Areas

SAUDI-ARABIA

9.1955
Flight Information Regions FIR Aden, Khartoum + Bahrein, Teheran
IFR Advisory Routes ADR, Prohibited Areas

STATION & FREQUENCIES LISTING

9.1946
Sample list of ATS - stations (TWR, APP, ACC) and radio navigation aids (BCN, D/F, RNG, ILS, etc.)
for each individual chart

GEE COVERAGE

9. 1946
Hyperbolic GEE navigation system coverage of West-Europe

9.1946
Air defense direction finder coverage of Germany

RAFAC COVER

8.1947
RAFAC compiler AACS, Editor US-Army

